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BY NOW,
you’ve probably realized that  
Salesforce is much more than a  
tool: it is its own platform  
ecosystem. In June 2017,  
Indeed.com listed over 49,000  
Salesforce-related jobs on its  
pages with large demand from  top 
companies like Bank of  America, 
Amazon, and  JPMorgan Chase. 
According to  an internal survey, a 
whopping  88 percent of Fortune 
100  companies use at least one  
Salesforce app, and 65 percent  of 
all Salesforce customers use  
multiple apps. As of October 2017,  
there are more than 4,000 
solutions and more than 5 million 
installs on  the Salesforce 
AppExchange. Gartner found in 
2015 that  Salesforce leads in 
CRM market  share at 19.7 
percent, with no  sign of slowing 
down.
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https://www.indeed.com/q-Salesforce-jobs.html
https://www.indeed.com/q-Salesforce-jobs.html
https://leveleleven.com/2016/09/7-statistics-salesforce-app-economy/
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2016/05/28/2015-gartner-crm-market-share-analysis-shows-salesforce-in-the-lead-growing-faster-than-market/#15e9b4541051
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/
https://www.indeed.com/q-Salesforce-jobs.html


What all this means
is that Salesforce is big.  
Enormous, even. 
So it’s okay
if you’re feeling a little 
overwhelmed.

But again, where to start?
You’ll find no shortage of professionals claiming to be the best advisor  for your 
business. But as with any hiring process, not everything you  read on a resume 
is true, and not every person you interview will be up  for the task.

In this e-book, we will discuss six questions to ask before you hire a  
Salesforce advisor. Some will be intuitive, others less so. But if you  
understand what to ask, why to ask it, and what answers to expect,  you’ll save 
time and money—not just in interviewing, but also in  transforming your 
business into a Salesforce powerhouse.

Let’s get started.
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You need a sherpa who knows the  terrain—the hills 
and valleys, the  narrow passes and steep inclines—  
and who can guide you to the  summit of achievement.

That’s probably why you’re in the  market for a strategic Salesforce  advisor, 
someone to guide your  business as you implement this new  platform and shift 
to the Salesforce  way of doing things.



WHAT TO ASK
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Who do you  
work for?

What is your  
implementation  
methodology?

What’s  
your price?

Are you  
certified?

What  
experience  
do you bring  
to the table?

Who  are 
your
references?
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Are you certified?
With the CRM platform still as young as it is, you’re not likely to  see 
anyone list “Salesforce training” under their courses taken at  college 
(though Penn State does offer “Salesforce Reporting  Fundamentals,” 
and others are following suit). However, there  are two markers you can 
look for that indicate that an advisor  has studied, been trained, and 
met professional qualifications for  the industry.

SALESFORCE CERTIFICATION

Salesforce offers certification, an official stamp of  approval. 
Certification exams are available to everyone  at 
certification.salesforce.com for a fee. Though not  mandatory, 
exam preparation courses are also available.

Professionals are also required to take regular release  exams 
to keep their certification. This ensures that they  stay current 
on the latest Salesforce system updates.

Salesforce makes it simple to verify that an individual’s  
certification is current. All you have to do is visit  
certification.salesforce.com/verification, type in the  their name 
or email, and see the results. Hopefully you  won’t have too 
many applicants embellishing their  credentials, but you can 
never be too careful.

SECTION ONE

http://news.psu.edu/story/372622/2015/09/29/penn-college-offers-new-course-salesforce-reporting-fundamentals
http://certification.salesforce.com/
http://certification.salesforce.com/verification


One important thing to recognize is that there is no all-  
encompassing certification. Salesforce offers different  
credentials depending on individual need: a professional  can 
be certified as a Salesforce administrator, app  builder, 
architect, consultant, developer, marketer,  Pardot expert, or 
specialist, with subclasses to each  credential. Understanding 
the differences of each and  matching them with your specific 
needs will help you  hire the right person for the job.

TRAILHEAD
If certification is the cake, we’ve now  come to 
the icing. Trailhead is a free  interactive 
learning platform provided by  Salesforce that 
covers the basics of the  platform. The 
website offers 200 modules  covering 
everything from storytelling and  artificial 
intelligence to app creation and  advanced 
formulas. Upon completing a  module, users 
receive a badge. Existing Trailhead badges 
represent what you've learned. Superbadges 
prove that you can take what you've learned 
and apply it to solve complex, real-world 
business problems. Taking a look  at advisors’ 
badges and superbadges on  their Trailhead 
community profiles is a  quick and easy way to 
get a feel for the  training they’ve completed.
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http://certification.salesforce.com/credentialoverview
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/modules
https://login.salesforce.com/?startURL=%2Fsetup%2Fsecur%2FRemoteAccessAuthorizationPage.apexp%3Fsource%3DCAAAAVzmrI31ME8wME0wMDAwMDA0Qzk2AAAA0Il_IvEqIylw9xBlHS6DY-m_gC191EfvYhCBI5aYLc0mrz67eB2guYbZ9Lrw8WCL8oI7iJW8g-_UVWz3d17Thj78KGXmb_ggx5B_iVQZKswiW_UekMJjeOc-BZC3Y6eyuHeMbnNht-FxJ43Ve8ny0rpQ1YREXWmd-oPckCLXo_lYFcqdvI05F5Z2e9mn4M_5zF8u8DEE285A-oHzevRCffLMwHChtiB0lLx9i_1uinBk3AuY7sYWog1VA76BpviLmZjLZv83BnB6UK9H6roVzaoAwFw0UaKO-HatX9fAhsxxuCtI3_-vDXn5qjMy7gQWwXUsqmTL7z84q5tcYlAyUvEuR3WJqbn1pkNp5UUVnLnAAACJamtu140DwhzXCRzqGgf25ReCBdgNH7QTZja-hH4mV1jjAMNqV521BUQLQQWc7nBchYRQkbBxkFLJ602TPU6uGWRH-BCeh2-wWH5qL-PUd5ihgQKLwlaJsn76g4-LtSK5ElEaW1zl-t6O4oP2zWPtzTyu4OcjetU9rusQFz5rfo2ickdTqM1bqTYv5w7YkBVYKozWIXkM7nHMA2IcGv_BlG39F4G6XFAiiSSS_Dk21_Ivv2rkDZ5rsXYKlSnVZChJWGABE7FSBHzeuWkF55kp1XGPsaieLZgc8oaJD6a0uTnLI_P_QuoMadzpyr9Z3JLH867E3JufnQSqZdRYhkS-QxK_qVz7eurj8U7GwfJXQa73feG6ca2IMUa7LteG8rffJcCnPit-Khkl_9L7_LwTdMvk-r86yDQTF6YhJrAAW40mEjL458yPuOuxupOcE76pVK4VGZsovRPv7qEOXpmk5cmPGaMXdPMPh6FmCXrZt996dZ5Oo7FqbjYH5Hk97TYmWI6mVaB9fXQS0Kc7_MGW8si9fyzsXHRFPqg4hPMcKF4zFDvD4kGb7oZXu_ptVVbUha2IeGzxf8SIwdFSJOgy-j7dQEelYubwHAq2nXB10rVlOAg75Iqg7KHiv4OP_NVBCfV9CSBAyMqgSm5MmkAkbOdYbisHw1Kz4THHhEoZ7B6vYxWrHT2F_f8ITK1dHBCmha6GsBnuaaI9Ert2DU-1y2ukdlngWSsflD7MBlnUJ56q_yo0uP5015PKfOHY8QwPi050eQHLVXqw35yHU2tu-mcCaMmoWOlaBT9imKkdSnlQSgow332VXWPdGd47ffRW6tRolhVbNnBsSurvXA%253D%253D&amp;sdtd=1
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What experience do  you 
bring to the table?
Before you start interviewing, take time to understand  what 
your project will entail and what specialties you’ll  need to 
look for in an advisor. While you’ll be able to  find plenty of 
advisors with a general understanding of  Salesforce, you’ll 
want an advisor that has experience  specific to your needs.

Here are some questions you can ask:

WHAT  
EXPERIENCE  

DO YOU BRING  
TO THE 
TABLE?

What  
industries  
have you  
worked with?

How big are  
your clients?

What is  
your CSAT  
score?

What  
types of  
services  
have you  
provided?

How many  
projects  
have you  
completed?

SECTION TWO
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WHAT INDUSTRIES HAVE YOU  
WORKED WITH?

Dave Averill, customer service  
manager at Salesforce.org, writes,  
“Find a partner who is an expert  at 
your type of organizational  model, if 
you can. Some partners  are great at 
serving direct service  organizations, 
and some are great
at serving grassroots environmental  
organizations.” Projects are going  to 
look different for a government  
agency than for a media outlet. If  
you’re a nonprofit, billing is going  to 
work much differently than it  does for 
a retail store. Look at what  clients the 
advisor has worked for  in your 
specific industry, whether  it’s finance, 
education, real estate,  
manufacturing, healthcare, etc.

WHAT TYPES OF SERVICES  
HAVE YOU PROVIDED?

That is to say, what aspect of  your 
business are you hoping to  improve 
upon? Is the project in  question 
geared at empowering  your IT 
department? Or are you  overhauling 
your HR team’s  processes? Or 
maybe it’s much  more general and 
company-wide,  like training 
programs?

HOW MANY PROJECTS HAVE  
YOU COMPLETED?

If an advisor has completed a  
dozen projects for government

agencies but only one for a  
non-profit, chances are they  would 
much rather do work for
another government agency than  for 
your charity. It’s nothing to  hold 
against them personally—  you and 
the advisor both want to  play to his 
or her strengths.

WHAT IS YOUR CSAT SCORE?
The customer satisfaction, or  CSAT, 
score is a key performance  indicator 
for any advisory or  implementation 
partner. You
can find these CSAT scores on  the 
AppExchange. Customer  
satisfaction scores are calculated  
using customer feedback  collected 
over an 18-month  period.

HOW BIG ARE YOUR CLIENTS?
This will help you understand  how 
large a project the advisor  is 
comfortable working on.
A single-location client will  have 
different needs than a  conglomerate. 
A company with  a dozen employees 
will want to
solve different problems from one  
with hundreds. Remember this:  Just 
because they've done work  for 
Amazon doesn’t mean they're  right 
for you. You want an advisor  who is 
accustomed to the scale  on which 
you work every day.

http://www.salesforce.org/how-to-choose-a-salesforce-consulting-partner/
http://appexchange.com/
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Who are your references?

You’ve found the perfect candidate
with the perfect resume. They're up to date on  their 
certification, they've worked for clients  who are in 
your industry and of comparable  size, and they 
were an absolute delight to  interview. You know 
that their personality will  mesh well with your 
team’s culture. At this  point, checking all those 
references seems  unnecessary, right?

Of course not.

You can never be sure that advisors  are everything they 
say they are.

Take the time to research your prospective  consultant. 
Look at her LinkedIn profile and read  her endorsements. 
If the consultant’s company is a  Salesforce partner, look 
it up on AppExchange and  check out the rating. Go the 
extra mile and call  those references. Here are just a few 
questions you  can ask during those phone calls:

SECTION THREE

https://appexchange.salesforce.com/consulting


◦ How well did the advisor
know the ins and outs of
Salesforce? How often
was she stumped?

◦ Was she accountable?

◦ Did she complete the work
she was hired to do?

◦ Would you work with her
again?

One of the  strongest 
indicators
of an advisor’s future work is the  
work she’s done in the past.
Hopefully you like what you hear,  
and the reference’s endorsement  
supports everything the  applicant 
has said.

ERIC KRANGEL 
Business Insider

◦ What kind of work did the advisor do for you?

◦ How responsive was she? Did she work quickly or keep you
up-to-date on her progress?

Researching  
Prospective Candidates
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"My first job out of college 
was as a consultant... after a 
whirlwind six weeks of 
training that had nothing to 
do with ERP, I was 
designated an expert 
systems integrator on 
PeopleSoft, the ERP system 
later devoured by Oracle 
(ORCL).  I learned what 
'ERP' meant about 36 hours 
before I showed up on my 
client's doorstep.

Over the next several years, 
I worked on four so-called 
'full life-cycle' ERP 
implementations. Every one 
was delivered late, over 
budget, and with more bugs 
than a youth hostel in 
Bangkok."

http://www.businessinsider.com/2009/2/sap-clueless-consultants-from-accenture-and-ibm-giving-us-a-bad-name-sap
http://www.businessinsider.com/2009/2/sap-clueless-consultants-from-accenture-and-ibm-giving-us-a-bad-name-sap




Who do you work for?
No, not “Who have you worked for?” but “Who do you work  for?” Is 
your potential advisor an independent consultant, or  does he work for 
a consulting firm? Depending on the answer,  you may want to delve 
a little deeper.

INDEPENDENT

CONSULTING FIRM
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INDEPENDENT
If the applicant is independent, that means that he has  no one 
else to turn to when he needs help. He has no  formal system of 
support to fall back on, no coworkers  to consult with. He is his 
own resource. That will make  all of the other questions we’ve 
discussed all the more  important. If this advisor falls short, you 
can’t have him  replaced easily—you have to either stick it out 
or start  the entire hiring process over again.

This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t hire an independent  
consultant. It just means that you need to take the  interview 
process all the more seriously. Remember how  much influence 
your consultant has on your company’s  progress (or regress), 
and subject him to the same  routine you would any other 
potential full-time hire.

CONSULTING FIRM
If the consultant represents a consulting firm, there’s a  whole 
slew of new questions for you consider:

Are you on AppExchange?
We’ve mentioned AppExchange and some of the  information it 
gives you about Salesforce consulting  partners. You can look 
up the number of projects a  consulting firm has completed, its 
customer satisfaction  scores, specialties, preferred industries, 
and how long  the company has been in business. You can 
even see its  Salesforce partnership level.

What is your Salesforce partnership tier?
Salesforce ranks its partners internally into four basic  tiers. 
These tiers are determined by Partner Value Score  (or PVS) 
and are indicators of a company’s expertise and  the maturation 
of its Salesforce business. This score is  calculated by 
combining a number of metrics, including  customer reviews, 
certifications, company expertise/  specialization, and customer 
success stories. The details  of the partner program change 
frequently—but in  general, consulting partners fall into one of 
four groups:
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https://hbr.org/2011/01/is-your-consultant-enriching-y
https://hbr.org/2011/01/is-your-consultant-enriching-y
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/consulting


Platinum: 700–1000 PVS

Gold: 450–699 PVS

Silver: 250–449 PVS
Registered: Partnership Value  
Score (PVS) of 0–249

Consulting partners can also earn further recognition  as a 
Global Strategic Partner if they are able to  achieve 
Platinum-level stats in multiple countries.

There are a lot of partners out there. Fortunately,  the 
AppExchange allows you to sort through the  partners 
according to ranking.

How many developers and project managers do  you 
have?

The great thing about working with a firm is the  wealth of 
talent you can draw upon, especially when  a single 
advisor might reach his or her limit. Get a  feel for the size 
of the team at your disposal. Ask  what certifications and 
badges team members have  earned through Salesforce.
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What is your  
implementation  
methodology?
Even if two candidates have received the same Salesforce  
certification and have the same Trailhead badges, you may  still 
find significant differences in the way they execute their  
implementations. Two of the most common methodologies  are 
Agile and Waterfall.

While an in-depth analysis of both methodologies would take more  
time than we have here, we can still skim the surface of each:
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◦ The client feels more involved  in
the work being conducted  and is
less likely to be  surprised by
developments or  finished
projects.

◦ Because of client feedback,
projects are more user-  focused.

◦ Teams and clients alike learn
how to prioritize better as
projects continue.

◦ When time is an issue,
deliverables of greater
importance are completed  faster.

Of course,
one of Agile’s greatest strengths  is 
one of its greatest weaknesses:  not 
all clients want to be as  involved as 
Agile methodology  demands. 
However, Agile can  easily be 
adjusted so that clients  are only 
consulted at the  beginning and end 
of each sprint.

AGILE
Agile, as its name implies, is all  
about speed and dexterity. In  Agile, 
focus is placed on small  teams that 
organize themselves,  not by tasks, 
but by time. Teams  are responsible 
for organizing  their work into clearly 
defined  periods of time—called 
“sprints”—  to which they assign a list 
of  deliverables. When organizing the  
sprint, teams work closely with  
clients to determine and prioritize  
deliverables based on business  
value. At the end of the sprint,  the 
most important deliverables  have 
been completed. If any tasks  have 
not been completed, they  are those 
that the client deemed  less 
important, and the client and  team 
reprioritize work for the  coming 
sprint.

Agile relies on a high level of  client 
involvement throughout  as teams 
report on progress and  send 
deliverables to the client  for review. 
Various advantages  include the 
following:

https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevedenning/2016/09/08/explaining-agile/#cd8f6a7301b8


Waterfall Method
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As with Agile, Waterfall’s  greatest 
strength is also its  greatest 
weakness. Because the  
requirements are set early on,  there 
isn’t much room left for  discovery. 
At the end of the  project, clients 
may realize that  what they wanted 
isn’t what  was best. However, the  
realization comes at a point  when it 
is the most expensive to  correct.

There are, of course,
many other methodologies you  or 
your potential advisors may  use: 
PRINCE2, Lean, and RAD to  name 
a few. Additionally, many  
companies choose to blend  
methodologies in order to find  the 
process that works best for  them. 
What is most important is  that you 
understand how
the advisor prefers to work. You  will 
want to choose the advisor  that (a) 
uses the same  methodology as 
your company  or (b) demonstrates 
sufficient  expertise in their preferred  
methodology to convince you  that it 
is the best fit for your  projects. That 
will reduce the  amount of time you 
and the  advisor will have to spend  
adjusting to one another. If you  
enter into your partnership  speaking 
the same language,  you won’t have 
to waste time on  translation.

WATERFALL
Waterfall, also known as  traditional 
methodology, is a  very linear 
approach to  projects, with projects 
typically  being divided into seven  
stages:

1. Requirements Specification

2. Design

3. Construction

4. Integration

5. Testing

6. Installation

7. Maintenance

When using this methodology,  every 
stage is kept distinct  and without 
overlap, and client  approval is 
necessary before  moving on to the 
next stage.
Advantages to this method  include 
the following:

◦ Progress is easy to measure
since requirements are decided
early on. Design is likewise  easier
to execute.

◦ Team members who are not
needed on every stage are free  to
work on other projects until  called
upon.

◦ Clients do not have to be  present
except when it comes  to giving
requirements,  performing reviews,
and  granting approval.
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http://www.pmi.org/learning/library/waterfall-methodology-agile-approach-5821
http://www.pmi.org/learning/library/waterfall-methodology-agile-approach-5821


What’s your price?
As we close, remember this: do not let price be your deciding  factor 
when it comes to hiring a strategic Salesforce advisor.  If all advisors 
were equal, of course you would choose the  least expensive one. 
But as you’ve hopefully learned by now,  there is no such thing as 
equal service. Neither is there such a  thing as “The World’s Best 
Consultant.” The purpose of asking  these questions is to find the 
best consultant for you.

Salesforce stresses the importance of setting a budget.

Dave Averill writes, “If you don’t have a budget, then you are not  looking 
for a consultant—you are looking for a pro-bono volunteer. It  is hard to find 
good volunteers, and they can have very mixed results  that may haunt you 
for years.” He adds, “Additionally, talk budget  ranges with your potential 
consultants as soon as possible and make  sure you are in the right 
ballpark.”

Remember this as well: Salesforce is a significant investment. Ensuring  that 
it is set up correctly can be well worth the premium of a better  consultant 
over the long run.

Find the best  
consultant for you.
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http://www.salesforce.org/how-to-choose-a-salesforce-consulting-partner/


Conclusion
The decisions before you are difficult. There  are 
plenty of individuals and agencies  ready to offer 
you their services. With these  questions in hand, 
you are better equipped  to sift through the rough 
to find your prize.  So review your needs, take a 
deep breath,  and start looking. The right advisor 
for your  business is waiting for you.
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